A round over €1 million in grants for selected beneficiaries!

Who are we?
We are a technology accelerator aiming to support the development of Future Internet applications to make cities smarter, more sustainable and more cohesive. We provide targeted support (dedicated funding and services) to translate novel concepts (new apps and services) into a proven business proposition. Our buzzwords: quality of life, mobility, resource efficiency, tourism.

What can we offer you?
A focused acceleration programme consisting of:

> A lump sum of €10 000 to prove the concept
> Access to a pro-active, networked environment to get connected with investors, potential customers and other relevant stakeholders
> A wide range of support services to speed up the development stage process (tutoring, matchmaking and networking events)
> An opportunity to access a second level of funding to receive additional resources (up to €75.000 and mentoring support) to translate the innovative idea into a pilot product

Who are we looking for?
SMEs, WEB-ENTREPRENEURS who are committed to developing innovative solutions based on FI-WARE General Enablers (www.fi-ware.org), with clear social and economic value.

What will you receive funding for?
The most promising ideas will be funded with a lump sum of 10.000€ for a 3-month project dedicated to:

> Designing the concept of the solution proposed (proof of concept)
> Compose a reliable business plan

10.000€

How to apply?
A fast and simple submission process via the online F6S platform www.f6s.com/fiware-soul-fi which requires applicants to:

> Answer to a simple and direct online form, presenting your team, idea, technology, market and plan
> A 10 slide presentation
> A 2-minute elevator pitch video of the team

Open Call deadlines
Launch of Open Call 1st Call 2nd Call 3rd Call

The Project is funded by the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme for research, technological development and demonstration under grant agreement no 632814
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LOOKING FOR PILOT FUTURE INTERNET PRODUCTS FOR SMART CITIES
SOUL-FI Open Call: ROUND B > Service/Application Development

Who are we?
As a FI-WARE Accelerator, we aim to support promising Future Internet solutions that make cities smarter, more sustainable and more cohesive, and thereby improve the efficiency of urban life, quality of living and citizen empowerment. We will provide targeted support (dedicated funding and services) to translate innovative ideas (new apps and services) into a pilot product backed by a robust and investor-ready business model. Our buzzwords: quality of life, mobility, resource efficiency, tourism...

What can we offer you?
Up to €75,000 grant (co-funding rate 75%) to develop a pilot product (TRL5) and a robust business model.

Who are we looking for?
SMEs . WEB-ENTREPRENEURS who are committed to developing innovative solutions based on FI-WARE General Enablers (www.fi-ware.org), with clear social and economic value.

How to apply?
A fast and simple submission process via the online F6S platform www.f6s.com/fiware-soul-fi which requires applicants to:

- Answer to an online form, presenting a summary of the feasibility study/demonstrator (max. 15 pages)
- A 10 slide presentation
- A 2-minute elevator pitch video of the team

Open Call deadlines
Launch of Open Call 1st Call 2nd Call 3rd Call

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme for research, technological development and demonstration under grant agreement no 632814
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